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Garry Gordon's festival production "Lake . . . 
beneath the surface" is a interte~tu al response to 
the Reza de Wet production "On the Lake" and 
promises to be one of the highlights of this year's 
Standard Bank National Arts Festival. Both the 
productions are b.ased on Chekov's Seagull but 
transcend the boundaries of this play, becoming 
complicated, yet satisfaying theatre experiences. 
"Lake ... beneath the surface" is choreographed 
by Gary Gordon and Juanita Finestone, and was 
co-scripted by Reza de Wet and Gary Gordon. 
The play takes the audience on a magical journey 
into the world of dream and fantasy. 

"I've heard their prattling, laughing, crying ... oh 
and their tempers and sneezes. The strange thing 
though, is that they think no-one hears. But the 

lake soaks it all in ... some even say it's magic . .. 
and moves along . . . and carries it all .. . " These are 
a few lines from this enchanting performance. Cast 
in the play are five extremely talented actors. They 
are Floyed de Vaal, Juanita Finestone, Gary 
Gordon , Helen Seaman and Acty Tang. 

According to Prof Gordon "the lake is a magical 
lake and it is in fact the imagination of Anton 
Checkov - watch the characters drifting until they 
surface to the edges of the lake" "Lake ... beneath 
the surface" responds to Reza de· Wet's play on 
numerous levels , one of which is the male/female 
cast juxtaposing, and another being the use of 
exactly the same stage for the two productions. 
Chinese screens will be used, amongs other things, 
to suggest the effect of water, transforming the 
stage into a magical space where anything can hap-

pen. 
Gary Gordon is head of the Rhodes Drama 

Department. He founded and is the artistic direc- . 
to r of the First Physical Theater Company and has 
choreographed thirty woks for the company 
including five full-l ength dance plays. In 1.989 he 
won the Standard Bank young artist award for 
dance, and in 1995 he won the FNB Vita choreog
rapher of the year for "Shattered Windows" and 
many more . More recently however, he was 
awarded with the FNB Vita special award for cho
reography, the Rhodes University Vice-Chancellors 
award for distinguished teaching and the Eastern 
Cape premier's Award for Choreographic 
Excellence. 

The First Physical Theatre Company is initiating 
five projects at this year 's Festival. Included in the 

program is the award- winning "Bessie's Head" 
that was also scripted by de Wet. Also present will 
be a group of female performers from the Mimino 
Festival. Prof. Gordon explains that the First 
Physical Theatre is growing and that embracing 
other forms of dance is all part of the creative 
process of the company. This year will also see the 
launch of the First Physical Theatre CO-rom. With 
this they hope to illustrate how flexible the compa
ny can be. 

When asked about the National Arts festival and 
the lack of sponsorship, Prof. Gordon replied that 
the festival is of great significance to the Arts and it 
would be a monumental loss if it ceased to exist. 
He went on to say that it would be a loss not only 
on a national scale but on an international scale as 
well. 

Still waters run deep 

by Lara Buxbaum 

Reza de Wet's plays are always looked forward to as one of the high
lights of the Grahamstown Festival. One of the. reasons is that we 
can proudly claim her as one of our own local talents, shining in the 
face of the invading "big city" talents. Reza is a lecturer at the 
Rhodes Drama Department, much liked by all, and extremely diffi
cult to get hold of: On many occasions I was told I had just missed 
her, and she was least seen careening off somewhere in a big hat and 
yellow cor:~vertible . This could, however be a slight exaggeration on 
the part of the Drama Department secretaries, but nevertheless. 

Reza's new play has aroused a great deal of interest, and tl'ils is the 
reason I was trying to get hold of her, and have had so T)1any long 
conversations with her answering machine message. The p.lay is in 
essence a female re-interpretation of Chechov's symbolist master-

piece "The Seagull." The play's protagonist is Nina, who Reza calls 
"the projected dream of the male character:" In "On the Lake" this 
role is inverted . The play is aesthetically pleasing, taking the form of 
Nina's o·wn dream. In "The Seagull" Nina is struggling to be an actor, 
and this play portrays her some time later, trying to transform her 
own experience. She finally succeeds in gaining control of her life 'as 
an artist, which in the Checkov version eludes her.· She achieves this 
through the medium of the imagination. 

I've neglected to mention the extreme stance Reza has taken by 
having an all female cast. "It's difficult to describe why I chos~ to 
have an all female cast. It gives it a kind of dreamy quality, a more 
feminine sensibility." The recurring water images, and in fact the 
whole idea of the lake, are also inspired Checkov inspired. Reza sees 
the lake as a magical element in "The Seagull". It is a metaphor for 
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the depth of the human experience hidden below the surface. It 
reflects people, places and lives. The plot revolves around 
Constantine's - Nina's long-time admirer - failed play, performed in 
the opening scenes of "The Seagull" . After his death the play is 
staged in Nina's dream. Nina is actually conceiving the play, an inde
pendent, creative art form. 

The two actresses recruited for this magical performance, Gretha 
Fox and Ann elisa Weiland, are both trained in the art of mime, a fact 
vital for this physically demanding production . The set design is by 
Roux Engelbrecht. Not enough that this play is a fem inis t rework of 
Chekov, Gary Gordon has co-scripted with Reza a response to her 
play - using· an all male cast. Sounds very interesting. Be sure to catch 
both these experimental pieces premiering at the Fest on June 28, . 
29, 30, and July the first. -

Doing it for the ·kids 
during Festival 
by Fiona Milligan 

Education methods in South 
Africa are changing. Cultural and 
artistic aspects are slowly being 
faded out of Model C schools' 
curriculums and children may 
soon be starved of these vital 
educational components. Could 
this eventu'ally cause arts and 
culture to become a dying 
sphere of life in our country? 

The Grahamstown Children's 
Art Festival, growing in siz.e and 
popularity each estival year, aims 
to excite South Africa's children 
about the rich variety of arts and 
culture available to them and 
inherent in them. Thriving in its 
eleventh year, the festival is 
based at St. Andrew's 
Preparatory School and attracts 
a growing number of children 
aged between 4 and 13. 

Lin Andrew, coordinator of 

the packed programme, has a 
personal aim for the festival of 
educating children from all back
grounds in arts andculture. She 
is kept busy all year in doing 
admin, advertising, bookings, 
phoning sponsors and oversee
ing a dedicated seventy-strong 
staff which includes many 
Rhodes students working as 
group leaders. 

The glowing and smiling faces 
which Lin passionately describes 
are a result of the full arts expe
rience provided for the children. 
Workshops, which are run by 
talented staff members from St. 
Andrews as well as trained arts 
professionals, ensure that the 
children leave with a finished 
product that they are proud of. 
Astoundingly professional -
looking crafts include frames 
decorated with shells and pasta, 

candles moulded into face 
shapes, beaded keyrings, and 
straw baskets, which are only a 
few examples of the stunning 
array of crafts produced. 

Children are .also escorted to 
several theatrical productions 
and are entertained at the 
school by dance and drama 
experts. 

A new innovation this year is 
a tour to the Shamwari Game 
Reserve's cultural village which 
explores Xhosa, Zulu and Shona 
culture. 

The childrens' festival's dedi
cation and enthusiasm is clearly 
evident in the impecc?ble quality 
of the programme. It is definite
ly making a difference in many 
children~· lives who return 
home, Un says, excited to share 
their experiences with others. 

Viva arts and culture! 

Gimme, gimme, 
gimme what I want 

If you are interested in writing arid going to 
be at Festival this year, this is for you! All you 
need to do to win a CD, compliments of 
Virgin/ EM I, is write either a short story or 
journalistic report on your unique experience 
of Festival. E-mail your contribuions to chris-

telledutoit@hotmail.com by 5 July and say 
which CD you would prefer: Gorillas, Henry 
Ate, Coldplay or Daft Punl<. Best contribu
tions stand a chance to win the selected CD 
of t heir choice. So get writing and send us 
your contributions! 
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Fest iva I I i ne up 
12-lpm RMR will be broadcasting live from the 

village green for the duration of festival, 
here's the festival breakdown. 

6-9am 

Highlights the main Festival. Showcases 
theatre and dance. Interviews, pre-recorded 
soundbites from performances causing high 
interest. 

3-6pm 
The Breakfast Show Heavily news focussed. 
Up-to the minute Festival events, crossovers 
to ticl<et offices, monument officials, trading 
officers. Also showcases Festival comedy. Live 
comedy acts and pre-recorded soundbites 
from the previous evenings' interviews with · 
comedians. 

Highlights the fringe Festival. Showcases the 
jazz Festival, and all live music events at the 
Festival. Features live interviews and per
formances from musicians and artists. 

6-9pm 
9-12 
Focusses on the Village Green. Reviews what 
is on offer stall-wise. Showcases Winter 
School events and Festival. cinema. Interviews 
with lecturers (winterschool) and 
directors/actors (cinema) 

The best of Festival nightlife. Includes 
crossovers to night venues, guest dj's mixing 
on air. 

9-12pm 
Late night festival music show. 

The wonder of words 
A section of the Grahamstown 
festival that is probably less well 
known is the Word Festival, run
ning this year for the third time 
as a subdivision of the Winter 
School. 

The Word Festival aims to 
expose the energy behind the 
creative forces of Arts, Crafts 
and Culture, and activities range 
from poetry readings to book 
launches, as well as CD and 
book sales . There is also a 
Readers' and Writers' cafe 
where you can meet up with 
your favorite poet or artist over 
a cup of coffee or a-beer. Artists 

featured at this year's festival 
include Marguerite Poland, 
author of Three Rivers, and 

.Arthur Maimane, author of 
Sophiatown: Legend and Reality. 
Word Festival extends further 
than only literature though with 
speakers ranging from topics as 
diverse as CD Rom Launces 
9from Firt Fhysical theatre) to 
dance-incamera productions and 
a very exiting multi-art perform-
~nce of "Die HA!Man" by 

Francies le Roux. 
An exiting sidebar to the 

Word Festival is KOOK!, the 
Afrikaans literary contribution. 

Whereas the Word Festival runs 
throughout the .Festival, KOOK! 
is a once-off event where local 
and national Afrikaans artists are 
featured in an intimate environ
ment. Apart from everything 
else though, KOOK! has the 
major drawing card of offering 
free wine! 

So when you get tired of the 
constant partying at festival and 
feel the need for sor'ne 

intellectual stimulation, treat 
yourself to some chill-out time 
at the Word Festival. After aU, 
"lt is the world of words, which 
creates the world of things." 

-~ -

Laughing it off at the 
Playground 

Laugh it Off is in the process of putting on one of 
the most exciting and innovative events to ever hit 
the Grahamstown Festival. Called The 
PlayGround, this venue will play host to some of 
the best South African musicians, comedians and 
DJ's in the country. 

About The Laugh It Off PlayGround: 
Laugh it Off's objective is to add a young, funky 

twist to the existing Festival atmosphere . To this 
end , a disused warehouse has been re-invented, 
revamped and renamed: The PlayGround. 

Situated ideally in the heart of Grahamstown, 
the PlayGround will be the focus of good quality, 
well-priced diverse entertainment that will cata
pult the Festival into the 21st Century. 

From June 28th -July 7th, Laugh It Off will play 
host to the following major events: 

On Friday 29th June one of the most exciting 
HipHop DJ' in the country today, Ready D of 
Brassie Vannie Kaap (BVK) will be headlining the 
opening evening of the PlayGround. With Max 
Normal, another name synonymous with 
Scratching and Slamming Beats. 

This evening will set the tone for an electric 
eclectic mix of hysterical comedy, internationally
acclaimed music and some of the greatest DJ's 
around. 

Saturday 30th June sees the PlayGround play 
host to one of the most dynamic diverse and 
sought-after comedy line-ups ever to be appear 
on one bill: John Vlismas, Dave Levinsohn (the M
Web Guy) , Bevan Cullinan (Norman E Campbell 
of "The Toasty Show")and Cokey Falke (M-Net's 
"Big City")are just some of the comedians com-

_mitted to making this one of the most talked 
about events at this year's Festival. 

On Wednesday ·4th July, Cape Town's newest 
sensation Semisane, fresh from their sell-out 
Germany Tour, will ignite the night of original 
South African music at the PlayGround. With sup
port bar:~d Flow, themselves making waves along 

the coast, Semisane will show their talent that 
had International Acts, Savage Garden and Westlife 
chosing them as support for thei r recent South 
Africa tours. "The Springbok Nude Girls front men, 
Arno Carstens and Theo Craus will also be per
forming as Crous & Carstens, and will be the only 
chance to see these phenomenal artists in action. 

Finally on Friday 6th July, International and 
National House DJ's, Christos and Da Vinci of 
"DJ's At Work" will send the crowds into over
drive With their infectious mix of cheeky uplifting 
and bass-pumping hard house. Both DJ's are 
known as two of the hardest~working D)'s in the 
business and it's easy to see why. With . residences 
aU over the country and oversees, the PlayGround 
is proud to bring this exclusive event to the 
Festival. And with lbiza Legend Dino TopHat, 
arriving straight from his residency at the World's 
Clubbing Capital, fans of Progressive House will 
not be pisappointed . 

In addition to aU of this year, 206 DJ's will pro
vide the latest in two-step and UK Garage well 
into the early hours of the morning. 

Add to this the eclectic mix of fire-eaters, jug
glers and performance artists Grahamstown usual
ly attracts, you have the ingredients for an unfor
~ettable Festival! 



For the 
cinemagraphically 

inclined 
Here's a little test. Which one of the follow
ing movies/films did you prefer?: a) Dude 
where 's my car? or, b) All about my mother. 
If you're asking yourself whether a film such 
as the Oscar winning Pedro Almadovar pic
ture ''l\11 about my mother" even exists, then 
the Standard Bank National Arts Film 

Looking at what you really should see: 
there is a screening of "The Exorcist: The 
Director's Cut", William Friedkin's exorcise 
(excuse the pun) in horror, and still hailed as 
the scariest film of all time. Re-released last 
year it still made a ton of money at the box
office, showing just how popular this film 
really is. Other highlights of the festival 
include "Requiem for a Dream", Darren 
Oronofski's Oscar nominated film which 
parallels the lives of four people in search of 
a better life, including Ellen Burstyn who got 
an Oscar nomination for her portrayal of a 
woman addicted to drugs. Also look out for 
"Doberman", a violent French thriller about 
a ruthless gang and a cop who wants to ' 
track them down, and featuring some of the 
best filmed action scenes in recent memory. 

received from western audiences. Couple 
this with numerous South-African films as 
well as an exhibition of the films of South
African born director lan Kerkhof, and you 
know the festival will offer you an insight 
into filmmaking you never even knew exist
ed . 

And this is not all . There will also be 
screenings of various films by director Lars 
von Trier- "Breaking the Waves", "Dancer 
in the Dark"- who uses the "Dogma" con
cept to make his films. According to Dogma 
rules a filmmaker can't use lightning, editing 
or even a soundtrack for his films, which 
inevitable stretches the talents of a filmmak
er. Expect to see some interesting works 
here. 

Festival probably isn't for you . 
This year 's film festival includes a score of 

pictures hailing from Europe, South-Africa, 
the Netherlands, America and even 
Australia. One thing you won't find here 
though (except for the odd exception) is 
your typical Hollywood-style movie. This is 
deep stuff, w ith most off the films being 
shown falling into that lesser known "art" 
category. The only "commercial" fiims that 
will be shown includes the mediocre thriller 
"The Cell" (with Jennifer Lopez and Vince 
Vaughn), and also premieres of "The 
Heartbreakers" (with Sigourney Weaver and 
Jennifer Love-Hewitt) and finally the new 
Kevin Costner film "Three Thousand Miles 
to Graceland". 

There are also numerous all-time classics 
being shown including ''l\lphaville", "La 
Dolce Vita" and "The Passion of Joan Arc" 
to name but a few. Then there are the two 
Oriental films, "Hero" and "Wing Chun", 
which will be shown based on the response 
that "Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon" 

It looks like it's going to be a great festival 
for the film buff or ardent film enthusiast. If 
you're more of a Freddie Prince Jr. type per
son then don't even bother, except if you 
have realised your mistakes and you 're try
ing to correct them. For those of you lucky 
enough to make it, prepare for some serious 
film going. 

On the fringe . 
After two years' absence from 
live performance at the Standard 
Bank National Arts Festival, the 
First Physical Theatre Company 
is making a substantial come
back this year. The production 
of Reza de Wet's new play, "On 
The Lake", and Gary Gordon 
and Juanita Finestone's physical 
theatre response, "lake ... 
beneath the surface" , both with 
premiere's on Thursday 28 June, 
is just the start! 

On Tuesday 3 July, New 
Voices 200 1 - Ground Clues, 
opens at the City Hall. The 
company 's New Voices pro
gramme has a history of first
time presentations of young, 
cutting edge choreographers 
who began their professional 

Poetry Corner 
Thank you very much to every
one who has sent us their poet
ry - your input has been greatly 
appreciated! Unfortunately, we 
can only publish one poem per 
edition, but all submitted poetry 
will be kept on file for possible 
publication at a later date. So 
hang in there and keep writing -
we would love to hear from 
you! All poetry can be sent to 
Arts and Culture, c/o Activate. 
or it can ce mailed to christelle
dutoit@hotmail.com 

careers on this platfor~. PJ 
Sabbagha and Sarah Tudge were 
two of the first young choreog
raphers to stage New Voices 
work - they now head up their 
own companies, Johannesburg's 
Forgotten Angle Theatre 
Collaborative and Cape Town's 
Heel Arts Collective respective
ly. 

On Wednesday 4 July, the 
company ventures in to new 
territory with the presentation 
of the first Mmino Fest - a cele
bration of traditional Xhosa 
music. Featuring the interna
tionally acclaimed Ngqoko 
Women's Ensemble, Mmino Fest 
promises to provide an atmos
phere of hauntingly beautiful 
sounds under the trees at I LAM 
(International Library of African 

Venerable 
Voice 
I felt safe to fly once 
through a tumult of insecurity. 
But the ground has friends 
and the ground has friends . 

How yulnerable Eagles babe, 
how insidious Mother Earth! 
Hilarious: our ridiculous trust, 
as we continue living in mirth. 

Dismiss pride, eliminate conde
scendance, 

•• 
Music) . 

Another new venture forms 
part ofthe company's 
Technology and Merchandise 
programme: the launch of 
Physical Intelligence - the CD
Rom - will take place at 
WordFest on Thursday 5 July. 
The first in a two part series, 
this multi-media journey into the 
repertoire of First Physical 
promises to be an exciting, stim
ulating and informative resource 
for artists, educators, learners 
and the general public. 

The CD-Rom includes over 
twenty minutes of video clips, 
hundreds of visual images, imagi
native animations, inspiring 
descriptions of company works, 
background information, sound 
clips and the original previously 

for there's always space in the 
fire: 
ashes to ashes 
mire to mire. 

What elevated melancholy 
comes across thy face? 
Thou art profoundly joyous, 
yet sadness infiltrates. 

Find me seasons on sale 
so I have liberty of choice: 
the road I walk on -
the road of my voice. 

Marli Burger 

unpublished scripts that have 
been written for the company 
over the years including texts by 
Reza de Wet, Andrew Buckland 
and Gary Gordon. 

And finally on Friday 6 July, 
also at WordFest, the Bessie's 
Head video which premiered 
last year will have one big
screen showing. One of the first 
dance-in-camera productions 
produced in South Africa, this 
adaptation of the award-winning 
danceplay of the same name was 
conceived and choreographed 
by Gary Gordon, directed by 
veteran television director, Allen 
Auld, and scripted by Reza de 
Wet. 

Visit www.ru.ac.za/firstphysi
cal for further information or e
mail First.Physical@ru.ac.za. 
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